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Abstrat

Given Ukraine's di�ult politial and eonomi situation, the EU fouses its e�orts on provid-

ing �nanial and eonomi support as well as aelerating the establishment and rati�ation

of the Assoiation Agreement (AA) inorporating the Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade

Area (DCFTA). To analyze the DCFTA between Ukraine and the EU we develop a GTAP

8.1 based multi-regional CGE model with three di�erent setups. In addition to the standard

model spei�ation of trade based on the Armington assumption of regionally di�erentiated

goods, we implement monopolisti ompetition and ompetitive seletion of heterogeneous

�rms suggested by Krugman [1980℄ and Melitz [2003℄. This allows us to apture trade growth

in new varieties and hanges in aggregate produtivity due to within industry realloation of

resoures. The ore results indiate substantial bene�t for Ukraine whereas the gains for the

EU are quite small. A omparison of welfare results for Ukraine aross the di�erent stru-

tural assumptions shows that the impat is muh higher under the Armington assumption

than under either the Krugman or Melitz trade formulations. Deep integration with the EU

intensi�es import ompetition in the inreasing returns setors, while induing a movement

of resoures into Ukraine's traditional export setors whih produe under onstant returns.

The indiation is that traditional CGE models may overstate the gains from the DCFTA

between Ukraine and EU. Consistent with Balistreri et al. [2003℄ and Arkolakis et al. [2012℄

the gains from trade an be lower under an assumption of monopolisti ompetition if trade

redues the set of goods produed. This is our �nding for Ukraine. We aution, however,

that our model does not inlude apital �ows, so EU �rms supply Ukraine's markets on a

ross-border bases. Allowing for apital �ows might hange the story if the EU �rms were to

engage in FDI, whih would inrease the number of EU varieties while inreasing the demand

for workers in Ukraine.
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1 Introdution

Ukraine's reent revolution and Russia's annexation of Ukrainian territories let the oun-

try be in fous of the worlds' ommunity events and onerns. Being in a situation of a

ontinuing politial and eonomi rises with a high external debt and substantial publi

budget de�it, Ukraine reeives the urgently neessary assistane not only from the EU

and USA but also from di�erent international organizations suh as the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank.

The EU makes an e�ort to aelerate the establishment and rati�ation of the new

type of trade agreement with Ukraine, whih is widely expeted to bring long-term eo-

nomi gains and therefore a way out of the existent rises. As a part of the AA, the

DCFTA onstitutes a new type of agreement as it involves not only a bilateral import

tari� elimination. It additionally envisages the harmonization of Ukraine's regulations in

ompetition poliy, state aid, publi prourement, sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures,

tehnial regulations and servie trade liberalization. The politial provisions of the AA

between the EU and Ukraine were signed in Marh 2014 and the signature proess of the

remaining parts, inluding the DCFTA, was ompleted in June 2014. Moreover, sine

April 2014 the EU has temporarily removed ustoms duties on Ukrainian exports as an

Autonomous Trade Measure (ATM). This unilateral transitional trade measure allowed

Ukraine to bene�t substantially from the advantages o�ered by the DCFTA even before

the implementation of the tari�s-related setion of the AA provisions.

1

A omprehensive analysis of the DCFTA e�ets on Ukrainian eonomy is neessary

to detet possible problems and sensitive issues of this trade liberalization. That will

assist the ountry's integration with the EU by giving some guidelines and suggestions

onerning the liberalization proess. Hene, it will provide Ukraine with the highest

possible bene�t and opportunities for sustainable eonomi development and prosperity.

There is some researh on the EU-Ukraine eonomi integration prediting welfare gains

from trade liberalization. However, the standard CGE studies with perfet ompetition

and onstant returns to sale fail to apture the new developments in the trade theory

suggested by Krugman [1980℄ and Melitz [2003℄. In partiular, the models do not allow

trade liberalization to indue trade growth in new varieties and produtivity hanges due

to a within industry realloation of resoures. To avoid this we develop a GTAP 8.1 based

multi-regional CGE model inorporating monopolisti ompetition and ompetitive sele-

tion of heterogenous �rms. To ompare the outomes from di�erent model spei�ations

we run the model in three di�erent setups onsistent with the di�erent trade theories:

Armington, Krugman and Melitz.

1

See European Counil [2014d℄, European Counil [2014a℄, European Counil [2014b℄, European Counil [2014℄

and European Counil [2014e℄ available at http://eeas.europa.eu/ukraine/news/.
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2 Literature review

Di�erent steps in liberalizing Ukraine's trade are widely evaluated in the literature. After

applying for the WTO membership in 1993, a detailed analysis of Ukraine's WTO aes-

sion was exeuted by Pavel et al. [2004℄, Jensen et al. [2005℄ and Kosse [2002℄. Measuring

the impat of an import tari� redution in a standard stati CGE model with perfet

ompetition and onstant returns to sale (CRTS), Kosse [2002℄ �nds the WTO member-

ship bene�ial for Ukraine due to a positive impat on the national welfare. In the same

modeling framework Pavel et al. [2004℄ simulate the full WTO aession aounting for

improved market aess and adjustment of domesti taxation in addition to the tari� re-

dution. They identify a welfare gain of 3% and an inrease of real GDP by 1.9%. Jensen

et al. [2005℄ support these �ndings by predition of an overall welfare gain of 5.2% and

a rise of real GDP by 2.4% using an extended model onerning imperfet ompetition

and inreasing returns to sale (IRTS) for some manufaturing setors and inorporating

a reform of FDI barriers to servie setors.

After Ukraine's aession to the WTO in 2008, the negotiations on the AA inluding a

DCFTA with the EU were launhed and this issue beame the �rst priority for eonomi

researh. Analyzing di�erent potential FTAs between Ukraine and the EU, Emerson et al.

[2006℄ and Eorys & CASE-Ukraine [2007℄ show that the DCFTA, whih additionally in-

orporates a redution of di�erent non-tari� barriers (NTBs) and liberalization of trade in

servies, would have a stronger positive impat on Ukraine's welfare (up to 7%) ompared

to the simple one (inorporating tari� redutions only) where the e�ets are small or even

slightly negative.

2

Maliszewska et al. [2009℄ support these �ndings by simulating di�erent

FTAs between the EU and �ve CIS ountries: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Ukraine

and Russia. Their results show that Ukraine bene�ts the most among the CIS ountries

and the gains from the deeper integration (5.83%) are higher than from the simple tar-

i� redution (1.76%). The same question is studied by Franois & Manhin [2009℄ in a

multi-regional model with a higher number of inluded CIS ountries.

3

Aording to their

results, a bilateral tari� redution would lead to a derease of real inome for the CIS

region as a whole and for Ukraine in partiular (-0.83 and -2.12%, respetively). Modeling

the DCFTA by adding servies liberalization and redution of barriers to e�ient trade

failitation, they �nd a smaller real inome derease for Ukraine of -0.4%. von Cramon-

Taubadel et al. [2010℄ fous mainly on the agriultural setors of the GTAP7 dataset and

�nd that a 50% redution in all bilateral tari�s would only result in moderate gains for

Ukraine and the EU. Thus, the greatest possible bene�t is found in ase of improved

agriultural produtivity modeled by a 5% exogenous boost in tehnial hange.

The most reent study is done by Movhan & Giui [2011℄ and investigate a broader

2

A slightly negative long-term welfare e�et of -0.06% is found for Ukraine by Emerson et al. [2006℄.

3

Franois & Manhin [2009℄ present detailed results for Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,

Russia and Ukraine.
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range of Ukraine's integration strategies. They ompare the e�ets of di�erent FTAs

with the EU on the one hand and Ukraine's aession to the ustoms union with Russia,

Belarus and Kazakhstan on the other hand. Simulating the DCFTA with 2.5% redution

of boarder dead-wight osts on trade in addition to the tari� elimination, they �nd a

long-run welfare e�et of 11.8% whih is signi�antly higher than the impat of a simple

FTA (4.6%). Thus, an implementation of a joint external tari� in ase of the ustoms

union would lead to a welfare loss up to 3.7%.

The most of presented studies implement standard stati CGE models with assump-

tions of perfet ompetition and CRTS as well as di�erentiation of goods by region of

origin (Armington [1969℄) to model foreign trade. However, Kehoe [2005℄ ritiizes the

performane of applied general equilibrium (GE) models ommonly used in trade poliy

analysis. After omparing di�erent multi-setoral stati GE models for investigation of

impat of NAFTA, he onludes that these models do not allow trade liberalization

1. to indue trade growth in new varieties (extensive margin of trade) and

2. to apture hanges in aggregate produtivity.

To avoid the ritique onerning new varieties, some of the reent studies (e.g. Maliszewska

et al. [2009℄, Eorys & CASE-Ukraine [2007℄, Franois & Manhin [2009℄, Movhan &

Giui [2011℄) apply imperfet ompetition and IRTS in manufaturing setors and ser-

vies assuming �rm level produt di�erentiation (suggested by Krugman [1980℄) on the

bottom level of an Armington aggregate. Thus, trade liberalization allows onsumers to

enjoy new foreign varieties what reates higher welfare gains.

Changes in aggregate produtivity remain still out of sope of the existing studies on

Ukraine's trade liberalization despite strong evidene in the reent empirial and theoret-

ial literature. Due to variation in produtivity levels among oexisting �rms,

4

a within

industry realloation of prodution fators from less- to more produtive plants (inlud-

ing exit of the lowest produtivity plants) is an important hannel through whih trade

poliy may in�uene the aggregate produtivity growth.

5

These endogenous produtivity

hanges as well as trade growth along the extensive margin are inorporated in the model

derived by Melitz [2003℄ (new new trade (NNT) theory).

To illustrate the di�erenes between Armington and Melitz based trade, Balistreri et al.

[2003℄ show that the results are equivalent only in ase of an unrealisti one setor model

given an appropriate parametrization. One multiple setors are onsidered, the results

diverge strongly. For instane, Balistreri et al. [2011℄ demonstrate that a redution of

tari�s under Melitz struture indiates welfare gains four times larger than a standard

4

See for example Bartelsman & Doms [2000℄ for di�erenes in �rm level produtivity within an industry and

Bernard et al. [2003℄ for di�erenes in produtivity of exporters and non-exporters .

5

Aw et al. [2001℄ illustrate an overall produtivity growth for Taiwanese manufaturing aused by realloation

of market share from less produtive to more produtive �rms. Tre�er [2004℄ provides an evidene for linking

trade poliy hanges to labor produtivity growth. An extended empirial literature review on heterogenous

�rms and international trade struture is given in Balistreri et al. [2011℄.
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Armington model spei�ation. Coros et al. [2011℄ apply a partial equilibrium model for

the EU and �nd muh larger gains from trade in the presene of seletion e�ets with

substantial variability aross ountries and setors. Furthermore, Balistreri & Rutherford

[2012℄ implement a Melitz-based analysis of eonomi integration and �nd also important

variety e�ets due to endogenous �rm entry as well as the aforementioned produtivity

e�ets related to the ompetitive seletion of more produtive �rms.

Our paper ontributes to the ongoing disussion on the reently initialled DCFTA

between the EU and Ukraine stressing the di�erenes in predited outomes modeling

three di�erent trade theories: Armington, Krugman and Melitz based trade.

3 Theoretial bakground

Standard CGE models with perfet ompetition and onstant returns to sale usually use

the Armington assumption of di�erentiated regional produts to model foreign trade.

6

In

this formulation �rm-level produts and tehnologies are assumed to be idential within

a region, whereas produt varieties from di�erent plaes of prodution are imperfet sub-

stitutes. Thus, onsumers do onsume home as well as foreign varieties of the same good

whih are aggregated to a omposite ommodity in a Constant Elastiity of Substitution

(CES) funtion using the so-alled Armington elastiity of substitution. Given the use of a

high level of aggregation in a CGE model, the assumption of homogenous �rm-level goods

within one region is pretty unrealisti. Nonetheless, the Armington formulation works in

order to model the intra-industry foreign trade whih aounts for over 80% for some

Ukrainian setors suh as textiles, hemials, manufature of mahinery and equipment.

Produt di�erentiation at the �rm level was �rst suggested by Krugman [1980℄ and

provided an intuitive explanation for intra-industry trade. He developed a theory of trade

under large-group monopolisti ompetition among symmetri �rms produing under the

same inreasing returns to sale tehnology (known as new trade theory). In the initial

Krugman [1980℄ model, whih does not inlude �rms' entry or exit, trade allows on-

sumers to bene�t from new foreign varieties not available in autarky. Aggregating the

di�erentiated �rm level goods through a CES ativity generates a omposite ommodity

available for onsumption or intermediate use. This CES aggregation is onsistent with

the Dixit & Stiglitz [1977℄ love-of-variety formulation and therefore indiates industry-

wide sale e�ets from new varieties re�eted in additional gains for agents. These gains

onstitute purely demand-side variety gains independent of the inreasing returns to sale

formulation.

Extending the Krugman [1980℄ model by inorporating endogenous �rms entry allows

for adjustments along the extensive margin as a response to trade. Though, suh a model

spei�ation with trade indued entry onsiders gains from new varieties that did not

6

See Armington [1969℄, Dervis et al. [1982℄, pp. 221-223 and 226-227.
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exit before. However, the gains under monopolisti ompetition may be lower than in

the Armington formulation if trade leads to an exit of �rms. Though, the Krugman style

models still do not re�et the reality as the assumption of symmetri small �rms with a

�xed markup is not supported by miro data.

Melitz [2003℄ introdued a model with monopolisti ompetition within and aross bor-

ders inluding a ompetitive seletion of heterogeneous �rms. The di�erentiated �rm level

goods are also aggregated aording to the Dixit-Stiglitz spei�ation of preferenes, but

these varieties are produed under di�erent inreasing-returns tehnologies. Though, the

ompetitive seletion of �rms onstitutes the key omponent of the model. Following this

seletion mehanism eah �rm an �rst hoose to pay entry ost

7

for a produtivity draw

(assumed to ome from a Pareto distribution) whih therefore determines its marginal

ost of prodution: a �rm with higher produtivity has a lower marginal ost and vie

versa. Then it has to make a deision on how muh to produe and in whih markets to

operate. As all �rms fae a market spei� �xed ost in addition to marginal ost of pro-

dution, some �rms with low produtivity draws will not operate in any market beause

their osts will exeed the expeted pro�ts. Other �rms with higher produtivity draws

may deide to produe only for domesti market or even for multiple markets inluding

export markets. Exporting �rms are hereby among the most produtive ones as foreign

markets are assoiated with higher �xed osts. In this framework trade liberalization

a�ets the distribution of �rms ausing the exit of low-produtivity �rms due to inreased

ompetition from abroad. Moreover, it also indues some relatively produtive �rms to

enter external markets. This exit and entry lead to a realloation of resoures toward the

more produtive �rms within an industry and generates thereby an overall produtivity

growth.

4 Model desription

Our empirial model is diretly developed from the model presented by Balistreri &

Rutherford [2012℄. The bakbone of the modeling exerise onsists of a standard CGE

model with perfet ompetition, onstant returns to sale and regional di�erentiation

(Armington). Though, we allow for imperfet ompetition and inreasing returns to sale

in some manufaturing setors and servies. Figure 1 illustrates the struture of produ-

tion for eah setor and region of the model. It involves a ombination of intermediate

inputs and primary fators. We assume a Cobb-Douglas funtion over the mobile primary

fators (skilled and unskilled labor, apital and natural resoures)

8

and a Leontief produ-

tion funtion ombining intermediate goods and servies with the fators of prodution

omposite. Setor-spei� apital enters the top nest of the prodution funtion together

with an aggregate of mobile prodution fators and intermediate inputs with an elastiity

7

Sunk ost whih has no in�uene on Firm's deision to operate in a given bilateral market.

8

These prodution fators are mobile aross setors within a region, but immobile aross regions.
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Figure 1: Prodution struture
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of substitution eta_subir, whih is alibrated aording to the spei� elastiity of supply

used for modeling of Krugman and Melitz based goods.

9

Eah region of the model has two agents: a government and a single representative

household. Consumption of �nal goods is given by a Cobb-Douglas utility funtion over

setoral ommodity bundles. Final as well as intermediate demand are omposed of the

same Armington aggregate of domesti and imported goods. In the CRTS formulation,

this Armington aggregate is modeled as a nested CES funtion where onsumers �rst

alloate their expenditures among domesti and foreign goods and then deide between

imported varieties from di�erent regions (this struture is presented for good 1 in Figure

1). Allowing for imperfet ompetition and IRTS in some seleted manufaturing setors

and servies, we di�erentiate between domesti and foreign produts on the �rm level.

This requires an assumption of the same elastiity between �rms and produts. Thus, the

omposite of di�erentiated �rm level goods is modeled by a single level CES funtion with

all domesti and imported varieties ompeting diretly (this struture is illustrated for

good 25 in Figure 1). General equilibrium is then de�ned by zero pro�ts for all produers,

balaned budgets for representative households and government in eah region, as well as

market learane for all goods and fator markets.

The desription of our general equilibrium (GE) model still does not inlude the spe-

i�ation of Krugman and Melitz formulation for the IRTS setors as these are aptured

by two partial equilibrium (PE) models. Thus, we use a deomposition algorithm

10

de-

sribed by Balistreri & Rutherford [2012℄ whih subdivides the system into two related

equilibrium problems:

9

This supply elastiity is used in the partial equilibrium models for Krugman and Melitz formulation, whih are

desribed later in this setion.

10

This tehnique is also used by Balistreri et al. [2011℄.
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⇒ A PE model either for Krugman or for Melitz industrial organization and

⇒ A onstant-returns GE model of global trade in omposite input bundles.

The PE models inorporate the industrial organization in seleted IRTS setors and the

assoiated impat on pries as well as on produtivity in ase of Melitz struture. Hereby,

aggregate inome and supply shedules are taken as given. The GE model takes industrial

struture as given (inluding bilateral trade patterns, prie indies, number of operating

�rms and produtivity) and determines relative pries, omparative advantage and the

terms of trade. Thus, we iterate between the two subsystems so that industrial struture

is passed from the PE to the GE module, whereas aggregate demand and supply pries

of inputs are passed bak from the GE to the PE module. We iterate until the models

get onsistent and we reeive a solution to the multi-regional and multi-setoral general

equilibrium with monopolisti ompetition and even ompetitive seletion of heterogenous

�rms (in Melitz formulation). Solving the industrial organization models in isolation from

aggregate inome hanges allows us to avoid dealing with omputational limits aused by

exessively high dimensionalities that would otherwise arise in ase of a large number of

ommodities, regions and agents.

Let us now speify the equations of the two PE models. In terms of notation i ∈ I

indiate a ommodity or setor, r ∈ R and s ∈ R indiate a region. The set of ommodities

is deomposed into the Armington, Krugman (k ∈ K ⊂ I) and Melitz (m ∈ M ⊂ I)

goods. All the equations of PE models are listed in Table 1 together with assoiated

variables.

Table 1: Equations of the partial equilibrium models

Equation desription Assoiated variable

Equation number

Krugman Melitz

Demand by setor Pkr or Pmr: Composite ommodity prie (1) (1)

Composite prie index Qkr or Qmr: Aggregate quantity (2) (7)

Firm-level demand pkrs or p̃mrs: Firm-level prie (3) (8)

Firm-level prie qkrs or q̃mrs: Firm output (4) (9)

Firm-level produtivity ϕ̃mrs: Average produtivity (12)

Free entry (zero pro�t) Nkr or Mmr: Entered �rms (5) (11)

Composite-input market ckr or cmr: Unit ost index (6) (13)

Zero uto� pro�ts Nmrs: Number of operating �rms (10)

In both PE models produers fae the same regional demand (Qkr) for the setoral

omposite ommodity (inluding imported and domesti varieties) whih is determined

in the GE. At this point we present the aggregate demand equation only for Krugman

11

goods:

Qkr = Q̄kr

(

P̄kr

Pkr

)η

, (1)

11

The aggregate demand equation for Melitz goods is the same, only index k is replaed by m.
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where η ≥ 012 is the prie elastiity of demand, Pkr is a omposite prie of ommodity k

in region r and symbols with a bar indiate benhmark (alibrated) levels. Thus, for eah

iteration of the PE model aggregate demand is reentered on the last GE solution point.

Speifying Krugman PE model �rst, let pkrs be the �rm-level prie (gross of trade ost

and taxes) set by a �rm from region r selling in market s. Then the Dixit-Stiglitz prie

index for a omposite ommodity k in region s is given by:

Pks =

[

∑

r

λkrsNkrp
1−σk

krs

]
1

1−σk

, (2)

where σk > 1 is the elastiity of substitution, λkrs indiates the bilateral preferene weights

and Nkr is the number of ative �rms in region r. The orresponding bilateral �rm-level

demand qkrs (i.e. import quantity delivered to region s by a �rm from r) is de�ned by:

qkrs = λkrsQkr

(

Pks

pkrs

)σk

. (3)

Assuming large-group monopolisti ompetition we allow �rms to have market power

over their unique variety. However, their priing has a negligible impat on the omposite

prie Pks, so they fae a onstant-elastiity demand with Pks assumed onstant. The �rms

maximize their pro�ts by setting a prie with an optimal markup over marginal ost:

pkrs =
τkrsckr(1 + tkrs)

1− 1
σk

, (4)

where tkrs indiates the tari� rate and ckr is a omposite input unit ost, so that τkrsckr

onstitute the marginal ost of delivering produt k from region r to s under the ieberg

ost assumption.

As the �rms inur a �xed ost fk
13

in addition to marginal ost, zero pro�t ondition

indiates that the number of �rms (a omplementary variable) will adjust so that nominal

�xed ost payments equal pro�ts:

ckrfk =
∑

s

pkrsqkrs
σk(1 + tkrs)

. (5)

The last equation of the Krugman PE model is a market learane ondition for the

omposite input:

Ȳkr

(

ckr
c̄kr

)µ

= Nkr(fk +
∑

s

τkrsqkrs). (6)

The left-hand side represents the regional input supply Ykr with the supply elastiity

12

The prie elastiity of demand is assumed to be equal 0.75.

13fk is measured in omposite input units as well as the ieberg trade ost τkrs
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µ ≥ 014 whih is determined in the GE and reentered on the last GE solution for eah

iteration. The right-hand side onstitutes the total demand for omposite inputs where

τkrs is onsidered as a real ost of delivering qkrs units to the foreign market.

Speifying the Melitz PE model we an see in Table 1 that it inludes the same equa-

tions as the Krugman model. However, aording to heterogeneity of �rms it additionally

inludes �rm-level produtivity and zero-uto�-pro�t ondition whih determines the om-

petitive seletion of �rms into the various bilateral markets. As the �rms are heterogenous

and have market power over their unique varieties, there is a ontinuum of �rm-level pries,

quantities and produtivities. Following the initial Melitz's representation, we simplify

this by using a representative (or average) �rm's prie p̃mrs,
15

quantity q̃mrs and produ-

tivity ϕ̃mrs. Considering this simpli�ation we get a similar to the Krugman spei�ation

Dixit-Stiglitz prie index for a omposite ommodity m in region s:

Pms =

[

∑

r

λmrsNmrsp̃
1−σm

mrs

]
1

1−σm

, (7)

where Nmrs is the number of �rms operating on the r to s link. Demand for variety of

the average �rm shipping from r to s at a gross of trade osts and taxes prie p̃mrs is:

q̃mrs = λmrsQmr

(

Pms

p̃mrs

)σm

. (8)

Having the same assumptions as in the Krugman model, the average �rm hooses an

optimal prie p̃mrs:

p̃mrs =
τmrscmr(1 + tmrs)

ϕ̃mrs

(

1− 1
σm

) , (9)

where the level of marginal ost is determined by the produtivity of the average �rm:

cmr/ϕ̃mrs.

Let Mmr denote the number of entered �rms in region r. We assume that eah of

the entered �rms hoosing to pay entry ost reeives a �rm-spei� produtivity draw ϕ

from a Pareto distribution. Taking the �xed ost of operation on the r to s link (fmrs)

into aount, there will be a marginal �rm with the level of produtivity suh that the

operating pro�ts are zero. Linking this marginal �rm in a given bilateral market to a

representative �rm with positive pro�ts,

16

we an speify a zero-uto�-pro�t ondition in

terms of average �rm revenues:

cmrfmrs =
p̃mrsq̃mrs

(1 + tmrs)

(a+ 1− σm)

aσm

, (10)

14

This supply elastiity is taken into aount by alibrating the top nest elastiity eta_subir.
15p̃mrs is de�ned as the prie set by a small �rm with the CES weighted average produtivity ϕ̃mrs.

16

Detailed desription is provided by Balistreri & Rutherford [2012℄, pp. 13-14, Balistreri et al. [2011℄, pp.98-99.
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where a is the shape parameter of the Pareto distribution.

17

This ondition de�nes the

number of operating �rms (Nmrs) meaning that the average-�rm revenues (p̃mrsq̃mrs) fall

with more �rms shipping from r to s.

Eah of the entered �rms pays �xed entry osts of f s
mr input units, so the nominal entry

payment is equal to cmrf
s
mr. Let δ be a probability of a bad shok that fores exit in

eah future period. Considering this, the �rm-level annualized �ow of entry payments is

cmrδf
s
mr. Setting these entry payments equal to the expeted pro�ts

18

from eah potential

market derives the free entry ondition:

cmrδf
s
mr =

∑

s

p̃mrsq̃mrs

(1 + tmrs)

(σm − 1)

aσm

Nmrs

Mmr

, (11)

where Nmrs/Mmr indiate the probability that a �rm fromMmr will operate in the market

s. Given this probability and applying the Pareto distribution

19

we get the produtivity

of the average �rm:

ϕ̃mrs = b

(

a

a+ 1− σm

)
1

σm−1
(

Nmrs

Mmr

)− 1
a

, (12)

where b is the minimum produtivity determined by the Pareto distribution.

20

After speifying the number of entered and operating �rms, we an lose the PE model

with the market learane ondition for the omposite input:

Ymr = δf s
mrMmr +

∑

s

Nmrs

(

fmrs +
τmrsq̃mrs

ϕ̃mrs

)

. (13)

Supply of the omposite input (Ymr) is onsistent with the Krugman PE model (left-hand

side of the equation (6)), whereas omposite input demand onsists of three omponents:

1. inputs used in �xed entry osts (δf s
mrMmr),

2. inputs used in operating �xed osts (

∑

s Nmrsfmrs) as well as

3. operating inputs (

∑

sNmrs
τmrs q̃mrs

ϕ̃mrs
).

Calibration issues onerning the both PE models are fully desribed by Balistreri &

Rutherford [2012℄.

17

This shape parameter of Pareto distribution is assumed to be 4.582, the entral value estimated by Balistreri

et al. [2011℄.

18

Average pro�t of a �rm from r operating in s is given by π̃mrs =
p̃mrsq̃mrs

(1+tmrs)σm

− cmrfmrs. Substituting the

operating �xed ost with (10) leads to π̃mrs =
p̃mrsq̃mrs

(1+tmrs)
σm−1
aσm

.

19

For details see Balistreri et al. [2011℄, pp. 98-99.

20

Following Bernard et al. [2007℄, this parameter is assumed to be equal 0.2.
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5 Data soures and senarios

Our model is alibrated to an aggregation of the GTAP 8.1 dataset. Table 2 shows

setors, primary fators of prodution and regions inluded. To analyze the DCFTA

between Ukraine and the EU we inlude these regions together with the Commonwealth

of Independent States (CIS) and the rest of the world (ROW). Detailed mapping of regions

is presented in Table A.8. The 57 GTAP setors are aggregated into 25 ativities whih

are to a large extent onsistent with the ativities of the national input-output table of

Ukraine.

21

9 setors with a share of intra-industry trade (IIT) over 60% produe under

inreasing returns to sale tehnology. Table A.9 demonstrates the detailed aggregation

of the GTAP setors.

Table 2: Sope of the model

CRTS goods: IIT* Regions:

AGR Agriulture and hunting 57.55 UKR Ukraine

FRS Forestry 12.02 EU EU

FSH Fishing 4.67 CIS CIS and Georgia

COL Coal 42.71 ROW Rest of the world

HDC Prodution of hydroarbons 13.25

OMN Minerals ne 86.69 Fators:

FPI Food-proessing 56.89 lab Unskilled labor

MET Metallurgy and metal proessing 30.05 skl Skilled labor

OIL Petroleum, oal produts 51.28 ap Capital

ELE Eletriity 0.62 res Natural resoures

GDT Gas manufature, distribution 0

WTR Water 0

CNS Constrution 53.30

FNI Finanial servies, insurane 8.19

ROS Rereational and other servies 50.43

OSG Publi servies 55.21

IRTS goods:

TEX Textiles and leather 86.35

CNM Chemial and mineral produts 91.04

OMF Manufatures ne 97.39

WPP Wood, paper produts, publishing 89.75

MEQ Manufature of mahinery and equipment 85.46

OBS Business servies ne 61.71

TRD Trade 89.97

CMN Communiations 91.25

TRS Transport 65.24

*Calulation of the intra-industry trade share (in %) is based on the UN Comtrade data.

All the distortions in the GTAP dataset (import tari�s, export subsidies and di�erent

taxes) are inorporated in the model. As Ukraine is the ountry in fous, we use import

tari�s taken from the Law of Ukraine �About the Customs Tari� of Ukraine� inluding all

amendments made due to Ukraine's aession to the WTO in 2008. Due to di�erent types

of tari� rates (ad valorem, spei� and mixed) we use the WTO et al. [2007℄ methodology

21

This aggregation helps to ombine the GTAP data with the national data for Ukraine.
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to alulate the ad valorem equivalents (AVEs) of spei� and mixed tari�s. The resulting

tari� rates are transformed from the HS2000 into the NACE Rev.1 using orrespondene

tables and applying di�erent averages (simple, weighted, import-weighted). The applied

import-weighted Most Favored Nation (MFN) tari� rates on Ukraine's imports are shown

in Table A.10.

22

To simulate the establishment of the DCFTA between Ukraine and the EU we also need

to apply the AVEs for non-tari� barriers (NTBs) to trade and for barriers to e�ient trade

failitation. The values of all applied distortions for Ukraine and the EU are presented in

Table A.10 and A.11. Conerning NTBs, we aggregate the AVEs estimated by Kee et al.

[2009℄. We use the values for the Overall Trade Restritiveness Index (OTRI) and for the

Tari�-only OTRI (OTRI_T).

23

The �rst index measures the uniform tari� equivalent of

the ountry's tari�s and NTBs that would generate the same level of import value for the

ountry in a given year. The seond one fouses only on tari�s of eah ountry.

24

Both

indies are available for over 100 ountries and for only two types of aggregated produts:

agriultural and manufaturing goods. Calulating the di�erene between OTRI and

OTRI_T gives us an AVE for NTBs only. These AVEs are aggregated �rst to the GTAP

regions and then to the regions of our model aording to mapping given in Table A.8.

Hereby, we simply assign the alulated values for Ukraine and the EU, whereas for CIS

and ROW we ompute weighted averages using GTAP ountries' total imports at market

pries as weights.

Conerning the AVEs for poor trade failitation, we use the values based on the researh

of Hummels [2007℄, Hummels et al. [2007℄ and Hummels & Shaur [2013℄. They estimate

the value of one day saved in transit for more than 600 HS 4-digit level produts. Using

these estimates Minor [2013℄ provides ountry and produt spei� AVEs for trade time

osts as a separate pakage of the GTAP 8.1 database.

25

To alulate the overall trade

time osts by ountry and produt we ombine these estimates with the number of days

needed to export or import goods in eah ountry taken from the World Bank's Doing

Business dataset for 2012. Aggregating these values to the model-spei� regions and

setors gives us the bilateral AVEs of time in trade to import or export goods. The use

of bilateral and setor-spei� AVEs of time in trade is an important improvement in

omparison to most CGE modeling of trade failitation issues with a single AVE aross

all produts.

22

These tari� rates apply only to Ukraine's imports from the EU and from the rest of the world. Commodity

trade with the CIS region is lassi�ed as free trade beause of existing agreements between Ukraine and the

CIS ountries (sine 1999).

23

The dataset is available at http://eon.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/0,,ontentM

DK:22574446~pagePK:64214825~piPK:64214943~theSitePK:469382,00.html.

24

We use the values for OTRI and OTRI_T based on applied tari�s whih take into aount the bilateral trade

preferenes.

25

The dataset is available at http://mygtap.org/resoures/#Estimates. It inludes three di�erent AVEs de-

pending on the treatment of the missing values on the HS 4-digit level. As the �rst two methodologies are

biased down, we apply the AVEs where missing estimates are replaed with the average value for the same

GTAP ategory (tau− 3).
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In order to analyze the DCFTA between Ukraine and the EU we ondut three dif-

ferent simulations. The �rst one (S1) re�ets the simple FTA inorporating a bilateral

elimination of import tari�s. In addition, we redue the NTBs and barriers to e�ient

trade failitation by 20% on the both sides in the seond ounterfatual simulation (S2).

An analysis of suh a modest perentage ut is motivated by the fat that these barriers

annot be eliminated ompletely. Thus, to be able to simulate an upper bound for trade

liberalization between Ukraine and the EU we redue the trade failitation barriers to the

intra EU level in the third simulation (S3). For this purpose we use the existing barriers

between Greee and Germany whih are situated on the approximately similar distane

as the average distane between Ukraine and the member ountries of the EU.

For omparison of results under di�erent trade theories we run eah simulation three

times. The �rst run of eah ounterfatual simulation (S1.A, S2.A and S3.A) provides the

results under Armington trade formulation. In the seond run (S1.K, S2.K and S3.K) we

assume Krugman trade and in the third one we apply Melitz struture with ompetitive

seletion of heterogenous �rms.

6 Results

The aggregate results of all ounterfatual experiments are represented in Table 3. Trade

liberalization ours to be welfare inreasing for Ukraine and the EU, what is supported

by a rise in real GDP and real onsumption. Thereby, higher redutions of trade barriers

are assoiated with higher bene�ts for the both trade partners. However, while the EU

an gain from the poliy reform only with a small rise of welfare up to 0.05%, Ukraine's

bene�ts are muh higher with a welfare inrease up to 12.31%. Only in senario S1.K

and S1.M Ukraine su�ers from trade liberalization with a redution of real GDP by

approximately 0.1% and a deline of welfare by 0.16%. The reason is the trade-indued

net exit of �rms and therefore a lower number of available varieties in the monopolisti

ompetitions models. This �nding is onsistent with Balistreri et al. [2003℄ and Arkolakis

et al. [2012℄. Due to trade liberalization only between Ukraine and the EU, the other

regions are a�eted slightly negatively. While trade diversion from the rest of the world

is relatively small and has almost no impat on real GDP, onsumption and welfare, the

CIS region su�ers more from trade diversion with a welfare derease between 0.01% and

0.12%.

The bilateral redution of trade barriers between Ukraine and the EU leads to an

inrease in imports and exports in all senarios. Moreover, the higher the redutions,

the stronger the e�ets on exports and imports are observed. These hanges are between

2.25% and 13.78% for Ukraine. For the EU the e�ets are also positive, but under 1% in

all simulations. Taking ompetitive seletion of heterogenous �rms into aount (S1.M,

S2.M, S3.M) leads to the highest impats on trade �ows as there is a realloation of

resoures towards most produtive exporting �rms. Conerning the other regions, we �nd
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a small diversion of trade from ROW and CIS. Hoverer, a deline of exports and imports

in these regions remains under 0.7% aross the simulations and the negative hanges for

ROW are smaller that for the CIS.

Table 3: Aggregate results

S0 S1.A S1.K S1.M S2.A S2.K S2.M S3.A S3.K S3.M

Welfare (Hiksian welfare index), perentage hange

UKR 0.55 -0.17 -0.16 6.37 3.84 4.00 12.31 8.62 9.02

EU 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05

CIS -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.06 -0.05 -0.05 -0.12 -0.10 -0.11

ROW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Real GDP, bn USD

UKR 64.6 64.8 64.5 64.6 66.5 65.5 65.6 68.1 66.5 66.8

EU 13269.6 13270.7 13270.6 13270.7 13271.7 13272.7 13272.8 13273.0 13275.0 13275.1

CIS 697.0 697.0 697.0 697.0 696.8 696.8 696.8 696.6 696.6 696.6

ROW 28166.2 28166.1 28166.4 28166.4 28165.8 28166.5 28166.6 28165.6 28166.5 28166.5

Reall GDP, perentage hange

UKR 0.28 -0.13 -0.10 2.96 1.36 1.55 5.38 2.97 3.39

EU 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04

CIS -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.06 -0.06 -0.05

ROW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Real Consumption, bn USD

UKR 36.0 36.2 35.9 35.9 38.2 37.1 37.2 40.0 38.4 38.6

EU 7900.6 7900.8 7900.7 7900.7 7901.6 7902.5 7902.6 7902.7 7904.3 7904.4

CIS 365.8 365.7 365.7 365.7 365.6 365.6 365.6 365.4 365.4 365.4

ROW 17540.8 17540.5 17540.8 17540.8 17540.2 17540.9 17540.9 17540.0 17540.7 17540.8

Exports, perentage hange

UKR 2.45 2.99 3.75 4.89 7.30 9.11 7.44 10.97 13.78

EU 0.07 0.07 0.10 0.19 0.21 0.26 0.32 0.35 0.43

CIS -0.09 -0.08 -0.12 -0.26 -0.25 -0.36 -0.39 -0.37 -0.55

ROW -0.05 -0.05 -0.06 -0.11 -0.11 -0.13 -0.17 -0.17 -0.21

Imports, perentage hange

UKR 2.25 2.77 3.48 4.43 6.69 8.41 6.67 9.99 12.65

EU 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.17 0.19 0.23 0.29 0.31 0.39

CIS -0.10 -0.08 -0.13 -0.33 -0.29 -0.41 -0.54 -0.47 -0.66

ROW -0.04 -0.05 -0.05 -0.09 -0.09 -0.12 -0.14 -0.15 -0.18

Conerning fator earnings (see Table 4), we observe an inrease of remuneration for

all fators in Ukraine. Thus, the highest rise is found for unskilled labor and natural

resoures. This indiates a realloation of prodution to the setors produing with an

intensive use of these two prodution fators.

26

For the EU we get somewhat opposite

results. While fator returns for labor and apital rise slightly, the remuneration for

provision of natural resoures delines illustrating an opposite speialization of the EU.

Conerning other regions, natural resoures onstitute the only prodution fator whih

loses from trade liberalization in ROW and bene�ts in the CIS region. That demonstrates

a deepening of the CIS speialization on resoure-intensive goods and away from them for

ROW.

Comparing the Ukraine's welfare results aross di�erent trade theories we see that under

Armington struture they are muh higher than under Krugman and Melitz spei�ation.

This indiates that traditional CGE models may overstate the gains from the DCFTA

between Ukraine and EU.

26

Ukraine's speialization in labor-intensive goods is also found by Frey & Olekseyuk [2014℄.
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Table 4: Fator earnings, hange in %

S1.A S1.K S1.M S2.A S2.K S2.M S3.A S3.K S3.M

Capital returns

UKR 1.30 0.67 0.61 4.36 1.61 1.57 7.96 3.70 3.80

EU 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.08

CIS -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.08 -0.07 -0.09 -0.11 -0.10 -0.13

ROW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01

Remuneration for the provision of natural resoures

UKR -0.23 -0.15 0.01 2.01 2.71 2.97 5.17 5.89 6.53

EU -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.05 -0.09 -0.10 -0.08 -0.15 -0.16

CIS 0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.11 0.05 0.02 0.21 0.10 0.06

ROW 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.03 -0.06 -0.08

Skilled labor remuneration

UKR 1.18 0.15 -0.07 4.84 0.50 0.10 8.81 2.12 1.67

EU 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.06 0.05

CIS -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 -0.07 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.14 -0.14

ROW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Unskilled labor remuneration

UKR 2.33 1.39 1.22 6.96 3.10 2.85 12.24 6.40 6.23

EU 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.04

CIS -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.08 -0.11 -0.12 -0.11 -0.16 -0.17

ROW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 5: Number of �rms under Krugman trade formulation, hange in %

S1.K S2.K S3.K

UKR EU CIS ROW UKR EU CIS ROW UKR EU CIS ROW

CMN -0.61 -0.01 0.01 0.00 -0.53 0.00 0.03 0.00 -0.94 0.00 0.03 0.01

CNM -11.43 0.02 0.11 0.01 -45.81 0.09 0.34 0.04 -77.25 0.17 0.63 0.07

MEQ -0.88 0.00 -0.07 0.00 -1.38 0.00 -0.31 0.00 -1.52 0.00 -0.47 0.00

OBS -0.61 -0.01 0.02 0.00 -0.90 0.00 0.04 0.01 -2.00 0.00 0.06 0.01

OMF -6.19 0.00 0.02 0.01 -18.68 0.01 0.06 0.01 -28.57 0.03 0.09 0.01

TEX 5.86 0.00 -0.05 -0.01 7.50 0.01 -0.11 -0.01 8.76 0.02 -0.13 -0.01

TRD -0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.45 0.02 -0.02 0.00

TRS -0.71 0.00 0.01 0.00 -0.95 0.01 0.02 0.00 -2.20 0.03 0.03 0.00

WPP -0.81 0.00 0.02 0.00 -24.74 0.03 0.24 0.01 -12.98 0.01 -0.09 0.01

Suh diverging welfare results our due to the weak trade links

27

and omparative

disadvantage of Ukraine's IRTS goods on the EU markets. Under Krugman formulation

poliy reform indues an exit of Ukrainian �rms in all IRTS setors exept textile industry

(TEX) and trade servies (TRD), while the number of European �rms remains almost

unhanged or slightly inreased (see Table 5). Therefore, trade liberalization leads to a

redution of the set of goods produed in Ukraine. Under Melitz trade struture we an

also observe a deline of number of Ukrainian �rms operating in domesti and foreign

markets for all IRTS setors exept manufature of mahinery and equipment (MEQ)

and wood and paper industry (WPP) abroad (see Table A.13 in the appendix). Thus,

27

The import shares of the EU from Ukraine are very low for the IRTS goods with the values between 0.22% and

1.12% (see Table A.12 in the appendix). Thus, for the CRTS goods there are import shares up to 10.6%. In

Ukraine the situation is opposite. All the import shares from the EU are relatively high as the region is the

most important trading partner after the CIS. Therefore, the import shares from the EU exeed 40% for the

IRTS goods.
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the number of European �rms operating in Ukraine inreases strongly in all onsidered

setors. This approves the EU's omparative advantage in the IRTS goods on Ukrainian

market.

Table 6: Consumed varieties and Feenstra ratio, hange in %

Reported variable IRTS setor S1.M S2.M S3.M S1.M S2.M S3.M

Ukraine EU

Total varieties onsumed

CMN -0.62 -0.90 -2.71 0.01 0.18 0.83

CNM -18.34 -65.21 -94.93 1.71 5.11 7.16

MEQ -3.92 -12.59 -19.17 0.76 1.98 2.95

OBS -0.53 -0.67 -2.59 0.00 0.00 0.34

OMF -9.16 -33.49 -56.87 1.19 5.60 9.55

TEX -19.17 -28.47 -36.29 2.65 4.23 5.18

TRD -0.56 -0.77 -2.50 0.10 0.42 1.34

TRS -0.60 -0.72 -2.12 0.02 0.09 0.47

WPP -1.27 -17.11 -21.84 0.25 1.96 3.29

Feenstra ratio

CMN -0.15 0.02 0.20 0.00 0.00 0.00

CNM 0.58 5.57 9.56 0.00 0.01 0.01

MEQ 0.00 3.18 6.20 0.00 0.00 0.01

OBS -0.10 -0.08 -0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00

OMF 0.11 3.69 6.77 0.00 0.00 0.00

TEX 0.93 4.71 7.02 0.00 0.01 0.02

TRD -0.03 0.32 0.73 0.00 0.00 0.01

TRS -0.09 0.01 0.25 0.00 0.01 0.01

WPP 0.07 3.57 7.85 0.00 0.00 0.02

Figure 2: Domesti and imported varieties in Ukraine, hange in %
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The perentage hanges in the number of �rms under Melitz trade struture indiate

the number of varieties onsumed. While the number of total varieties onsumed in the

EU inreases aross all the IRTS setors (see Table 6), it falls in Ukraine due to redution

of both domesti and imported varieties (see Figure 2).

28

However, ounting up the

28

Only manufature of mahinery and equipment (MEQ), textiles (TEX) and wood and paper industry (WPP)
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varieties to explain the welfare hanges along the extensive margin an be misleading as

the varieties enter the expenditure system under di�erent pries. Comparing equilibriums

t versus t−1, Feenstra [2010℄ shows that the variety gains an be measured by deviations

in the following ratio from unity:

(

λt
hr

λt−1
hr

)−1/(σh−1)

,

where λz
hr is region-r's share of expenditures at equilibrium z on good-h varieties available

in both equilibria to the total expenditures on good-h varieties at z. The bottom panel of

Table 6 shows the perentage hange of this Feenstra ratio. The results indiate no losses

along the extensive margin for the EU. Though, for Ukraine we observe some losses from

liberalization-indued hanges in the number of varieties, in partiular, in suh setors as

business servies (OBS), ommuniations (CMN), transport (TRS) and trade (TRD).

Table 7: Produtivity growth, in %

Reported variable IRTS setor S1.M S2.M S3.M S1.M S2.M S3.M

Ukraine EU

Domesti �rm

produtivity growth

(ϕmrr)

CMN -0,01 -0,06 -0,21 0,00 0,00 0,00

CNM 1.25 5.35 8.93 0.01 0.02 0.03

MEQ 1.31 5.44 10.77 0.00 0.01 0.01

OBS -0.01 -0.02 -0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00

OMF -0.15 0.38 1.07 0.00 0.01 0.02

TEX 8.24 13.53 18.23 0.02 0.03 0.03

TRD -0.02 -0.07 -0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00

TRS -0.03 -0.10 -0.38 0.00 0.00 0.00

WPP 0.34 4.09 12.83 0.00 0.00 0.01

Industry wide

produtivity growth

(

∑

s
Nmrs∑
t Nmrt

ϕmrs)

CMN -0.02 -0.13 -0.48 0.00 0.02 0.07

CNM 1.43 5.76 9.00 0.13 0.20 0.16

MEQ 1.53 5.94 10.39 0.07 0.14 0.17

OBS -0.02 -0.04 -0.25 0.00 0.00 0.03

OMF -0.22 0.43 1.10 0.09 0.17 -0.01

TEX 8.61 13.72 17.82 0.18 0.20 0.20

TRD -0.06 -0.22 -0.62 0.01 0.04 0.10

TRS -0.04 -0.13 -0.52 0.00 0.01 0.04

WPP 0.41 4.58 11.66 0.02 0.13 0.18

In addition to variety e�ets, under Melitz formulation we detet higher hanges in

aggregate produtivity for Ukraine than for the EU (see Table 7). For suh Ukrainian se-

tors as hemials and prodution of mineral produts (CNM), mahinery and equipment

(MEQ), textiles (TEX), wood and paper industry (WPP) we �nd a strong produtivity

growth aross Ukrainian �rms ative in their domesti market. This indiates an exit of

the least produtive �rms due to import ompetition. However, this measure does not

demonstrate an inrease of imported varieties in Ukraine.
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inorporate the industry wide produtivity gains attributed to entry of relative produtive

�rms into export markets. Suh an impat is aptured by the weighted average produtiv-

ity aross all markets, whih rises for the same setors. Comparing the both measures we

an see that produtivity is growing beause of domesti exit and not beause of seletion

into export markets, as the domesti �rms' produtivity growth is relatively large.

Figure 3: Revenue shares, hange in %
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Desribed produtivity hanges our together with entry of new �rms in the mentioned

setors and therefore with realloation e�ets. Figure 3 illustrates setoral realloation

by examining how revenue shares of gross output hange.

29

We see that in Ukraine the

revenue shares of mahinery and equipment (MEQ), textiles (TEX), wood and paper

industry (WPP), trade (TRD) and transport (TRS), inrease up to three perentage

points. Moreover, most of this realloation omes from the lost share of hemial and

mineral produts (CNM).

30

Conerning the realloation e�ets in the EU, they are mah

smaller and opposite to the hanges in Ukraine.

Conerning disaggregate results (see Figure 4 and Tables A.14 and A.15 in the ap-

pendix), the highest inrease of output and exports is observed in Ukrainian setors suh

as agriulture, food proessing, textile and leather industry, forestry and petroleum in-

dustry. As all of these setors exept textiles produe under onstant returns to sale, this

on�rms Ukraine's omparative disadvantage in the IRTS goods. The European expand-

ing setors with inreased exports inlude hemial and mineral produts, food proessing,

other manufaturing and textiles.

29

The revenue share for setor i is given by cirQir/
∑

j
cirQir.

30

In this setor we observe a strong derease of number of existed and entered �rms meaning that produtivity

growth is driven by an exit of unprodutive �rms.
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Figure 4: Disaggregate results for Ukraine, hange in %
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7 Conlusion and poliy impliations

To analyze the establishment of the DCFTA between Ukraine and the EU we develop a

GTAP 8.1 based multi-regional CGEmodel with three di�erent setups. Besides a standard

model spei�ation with Armington assumption, we implement monopolisti ompetition

and ompetitive seletion of heterogenous �rms suggested by Krugman [1980℄ and Melitz

[2003℄. Inorporating these developments in the new trade theory allows to apture trade

growth in new varieties and hanges of aggregate produtivity due to realloation of

resoures within an industry from less to more produtive �rms. As all of the standard

CGE studies on the EU-Ukraine eonomi integration and trade liberalization leave these

aspets out of onsideration, we provide new insights into the possible outomes of the

new form of trade agreements.

Simulating trade liberalization between Ukraine and the EU by redution of NTBs and

barriers to e�ient trade failitation as well as tari� elimination, we �nd a relatively

high inrease of real GDP and a positive welfare impat for Ukraine (up to 12.31%). In

omparison, the EU bene�ts less with the highest welfare gain of 0.05% as the share of

European trade with Ukraine is quite low. The trade poliy reform leads also to a rise of
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imports and exports between the two trading partners. Thus, the e�ets are larger under

the Melitz trade struture due to realloation of resoures to the most produtive exporting

�rms. The results on fator remuneration indiate a deeper speialization of Ukraine

in labor and resoure-intensive goods whereas an opposite speialization is observed for

the EU. Considering the other regions, there is a small trade diversion from ROW and

CIS ombined with a slight derease of real GDP and welfare mainly for the CIS region

speializing in the resoure-intensive goods.

A omparison of the welfare results for Ukraine aross the di�erent model spei�ations

shows that the impat is muh higher under Armington struture than under Krugman

or Melitz trade formulation. This result is inonsistent with the �ndings of Balistreri

et al. [2011℄ who predit four times larger welfare gains from tari� redution under Melitz

spei�ation. However, deep integration with the EU intensi�es import ompetition in

the inreasing returns setors, while induing a movement of resoures into Ukraine's tra-

ditional export setors whih produe under onstant returns. Consistent with Balistreri

et al. [2003℄ and Arkolakis et al. [2012℄ the gains from trade an be lower under an as-

sumption of monopolisti ompetition if trade redues the set of goods produed. This

is our �nding for Ukraine whih may our for the most of developing ountries having

the same speialization in labor and resoure-intensive goods produed under onstant

returns to sale (see, e.g., [Akyüz, 2003, p. 48℄). This means that traditional CGE models

may overstate the overall gains from trade liberalization for developing ountries.

However, our model does not inlude apital �ows so EU �rms supply Ukraine's markets

on a ross-border bases. Allowing for apital �ows might hange the story if the EU �rms

were to engage in FDI, whih would inrease the number of EU varieties while inreasing

the demand for workers in Ukraine. Therefore, inorporation of the FDI �ows is an

important issue for further researh.
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8 Appendix

Table A.8: Mapping of the GTAP regions

Aggregate regions GTAP 8.1 regions

UKR UKR Ukraine

EU AUT Austria

BEL Belgium

DNK Denmark

FIN Finland

FRA Frane

DEU Germany

GRC Greee

IRL Ireland

ITA Italy

LUX Luxembourg

NLD Netherlands

PRT Portugal

ESP Spain

SWE Sweden

GBR United Kingdom

CYP Cyprus

CZE Czeh Republi

EST Estonia

HUN Hungary

LVA Latvia

LTU Lithuania

MLT Malta

POL Poland

SVK Slovakia

SVN Slovenia

BGR Bulgaria

ROU Romania

HRV Croatia

CIS XEE Moldova Rep. of

BLR Belarus

RUS Russian Federation

KAZ Kazakhstan

KGZ Kyrgyzstan

ARM Armenia

XSU Rest of Former Soviet Union

-Tajikistan

-Turkmenistan

-Uzbekistan

AZE Azerbaijan

GEO Georgia

ROW All other GTAP regions
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Table A.9: Mapping of GTAP setors

Model spei� setors GTAP 8.1 setors

CRTS Setors

AGR Agriulture and hunting PDR Paddy rie

WHT Wheat

GRO Cereal grains ne

V_F Vegetables fruit nuts

OSD Oil seeds

C_B Sugar ane sugar beet

PFB Plantbased �bers

OCR Crops ne

CTL Bovine attle sheep and goats horses

OAP Animal produts ne

RMK Raw milk

WOL Wool silk worm ooons

FRS Forestry FRS Forestry

FSH Fishing FSH Fishing

COL Coal COA Coal

HDC Prodution of hydroarbons OIL Oil

GAS Gas

OMN Minerals ne OMN Minerals ne

FPI Food-proessing CMT Bovine meat produts

OMT Meat produts ne

VOL Vegetable oils and fats

MIL Dairy produts

PCR Proessed rie

SGR Sugar

OFD Food produts ne

B_T Beverages and tobao produts

OIL Petroleum, oal produts P_C Petroleum, oal produts

MET Metallurgy and metal proessing I_S Ferrous metals

NFM Metals ne

FMP Metal produts

ELE Eletriity ELY Eletriity

GDT Gas manufature, distribution GDT Gas manufature distribution

WTR Water WTR Water

CNS Constrution CNS Constrution

FNI Finanial servies, insurane OFI Finanial servies ne

ISR Insurane

ROS Rereational and other servies ROS Rereational and other servies

OSG Publi servies OSG Publi administration, defense, eduation, health

IRTS Setors

TEX Textiles and leather TEX Textiles

WAP Wearing apparel

LEA Leather produts

CNM Chemial and mineral produts CRP Chemial rubber plasti produts

NMM Mineral produts ne

OMF Manufatures ne OMF Manufatures ne

WPP Wood, paper produts, publishing LUM Wood produts

PPP Paper produts, publishing

MEQ Manufature of mahinery and equipment MVH Motor vehiles and parts

OTN Transport equipment ne

ELE Eletroni equipment

OME Mahinery and equipment ne

OBS Business servies ne OBS Business servies ne

TRD Trade TRD Trade

CMN Communiation CMN Communiation

TRS Transport OTP Transport ne

WTP Water transport

ATP Air transport
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Table A.10: Benhmark distortions for Ukraine, in %

Setor

Import

tari�s*

NTBs Barriers to e�ient

trade failitation on

Ukraine's exports to

Barriers to e�ient

trade failitation on

Ukraine's imports from

EU CIS ROW EU CIS ROW

FRS Forestry 1.71 3.30 8.03 8.03 8.03 13.05 13.05 13.05

FSH Fishing 5.00 3.30 5.05 5.86 4.16 7.87 4.94 7.91

OIL Petroleum, oal produts 1.63 19.40 15.96 15.96 15.96 25.93 25.93 25.93

OMN Minerals ne 2.23 7.20 7.20 7.20 11.70 11.72 11.70

TEX Textiles and leather 8.06 19.40 4.92 5.64 4.99 9.70 11.47 8.73

ELE Eletriity 3.50 19.40

OMF Manufatures ne 1.85 19.40 7.98 8.68 7.54 14.70 12.22 13.49

COL Coal 0.00

GDT Gas manufature, distribution 19.40

WTR Water 19.40

AGR Agriulture and hunting 5.63 3.30 17.57 18.77 16.51 24.48 30.92 27.11

HDC Prodution of hydroarbons 0.50 19.40

FPI Food-proessing 13.66 19.40 12.25 11.17 12.03 21.95 16.62 19.58

WPP Wood, paper produts, publishing 0.98 19.40 4.73 13.50 8.94 19.91 21.44 14.27

CNM Chemial and mineral produts 4.06 19.40 12.13 14.07 11.29 18.90 22.01 19.91

MET Metallurgy and metal proessing 1.93 19.40 14.85 15.38 15.55 16.56 21.88 17.26

MEQ Manufature of mahinery and

equipment

3.09 19.40 5.03 6.90 5.35 14.69 15.55 17.33

*Tari� rates on imports from the EU and ROW.

Table A.11: Benhmark distortions for the EU, in %

Setor

Import

tari�s*

NTBs

Barriers to e�ient

trade failitation on the

EU's exports to

Barriers to e�ient

trade failitation on the

EU's imports from

EU CIS ROW EU CIS ROW

FRS Forestry 0.51 27.00 4.65 4.69 5.40 6.75 4.99 5.35

FSH Fishing 4.46 27.00 2.95 3.14 2.79 3.27 2.05 2.94

OIL Petroleum, oal produts 1.19 2.30 12.11 11.13 10.80 16.92 12.06 11.96

OMN Minerals ne 0.21 7.67 5.38 5.17 6.31 4.87 4.41

TEX Textiles and leather 7.04 2.30 5.09 4.98 4.83 3.48 4.08 3.37

ELE Eletriity 0.00 2.30

OMF Manufatures ne 0.09 2.30 6.41 5.79 5.53 5.02 3.70 4.17

COL Coal 2.30

GDT Gas manufature, distribution 2.30

WTR Water 0.00

AGR Agriulture and hunting 19.40 27.00 10.06 10.10 9.14 14.26 13.14 10.94

HDC Prodution of hydroarbons 0.00

FPI Food-proessing 12.56 2.30 10.13 8.31 6.77 9.05 7.62 6.81

WPP Wood, paper produts, publishing 0.53 2.30 9.39 7.96 7.16 3.35 4.40 5.05

CNM Chemial and mineral produts 2.13 2.30 8.93 7.58 6.27 9.46 7.72 6.37

MET Metallurgy and metal proessing 1.38 2.30 7.87 7.03 8.28 12.29 9.49 7.82

MEQ Manufature of mahinery and

equipment

0.47 2.30 6.43 5.57 4.82 3.87 4.50 4.63

*Tari� rates on imports from Ukraine.
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Table A.12: Benhmark trade shares for Ukraine and the EU, in %

The EU import shares from: Ukrainian import shares from:

CIS ROW UKR CIS EU ROW

CRTS Setors

AGR 2.32 96.44 1.23 19.53 35.21 45.26

CNS 9.40 90.20 0.39 3.42 53.16 43.42

COL 18.13 80.91 0.97 99.38 0.03 0.59

ELE 16.31 73.09 10.60 6.54 60.29 33.17

FNI 0.84 99.09 0.08 0.37 52.14 47.50

FPI 1.97 97.04 0.99 19.67 40.18 40.15

FRS 34.98 61.89 3.13 70.31 11.61 18.08

FSH 0.37 99.61 0.02 0.43 44.22 55.36

GDT 63.25 34.77 1.98 5.26 11.02 83.72

HDC 30.57 69.41 0.01 99.48 0.01 0.51

MET 15.89 80.60 3.51 43.80 42.77 13.44

OIL 29.33 66.16 4.51 74.73 19.17 6.11

OMN 6.58 90.80 2.61 29.45 15.64 54.91

OSG 1.70 97.52 0.78 0.78 29.44 69.78

ROS 1.55 98.11 0.34 0.47 44.95 54.58

WTR 5.97 92.80 1.23 2.65 39.39 57.96

IRTS setors

CMN 3.52 95.60 0.88 1.22 51.90 46.87

CNM 3.84 95.35 0.81 26.83 54.51 18.66

MEQ 0.43 99.35 0.22 18.37 60.09 21.53

OBS 2.79 96.87 0.34 0.94 58.75 40.31

OMF 2.08 97.65 0.27 3.25 53.66 43.09

TEX 1.30 97.69 1.01 6.47 53.32 40.21

TRD 1.70 97.74 0.56 1.21 46.98 51.81

TRS 4.65 94.30 1.05 1.99 43.28 54.73

WPP 6.41 92.47 1.12 19.68 72.74 7.58

The EU export shares to: Ukrainian export shares to:

CIS ROW UKR CIS EU ROW

CRTS Setors

AGR 10.61 87.55 1.85 14.46 35.60 49.94

CNS 31.13 67.69 1.18 10.99 50.78 38.23

COL 6.83 92.88 0.29 7.90 67.80 24.29

ELE 22.83 75.78 1.39 25.56 61.83 12.61

FNI 3.52 95.93 0.55 1.70 41.48 56.82

FPI 8.72 90.20 1.09 59.23 18.84 21.93

FRS 3.50 96.26 0.24 1.17 51.81 47.02

FSH 2.88 96.66 0.46 12.20 37.75 50.05

GDT 3.54 96.28 0.18 0.78 58.13 41.09

HDC 0.02 99.97 0.02 0.06 37.21 62.73

MET 5.21 93.82 0.97 20.03 25.96 54.01

OIL 2.24 97.06 0.69 8.21 61.27 30.52

OMN 1.71 97.65 0.64 11.24 73.67 15.09

OSG 4.47 94.81 0.72 1.93 28.32 69.75

ROS 6.51 92.58 0.91 2.72 48.75 48.53

WTR 7.93 90.95 1.12 2.86 47.63 49.52

IRTS setors

CMN 6.61 92.67 0.72 2.32 53.68 43.99

CNM 5.36 93.47 1.17 21.99 33.14 44.87

MEQ 5.47 93.57 0.96 49.88 19.37 30.74

OBS 5.82 93.58 0.59 2.14 51.42 46.44

OMF 4.05 95.19 0.76 8.09 56.75 35.16

TEX 7.32 90.55 2.13 5.80 78.74 15.46

TRD 4.91 94.43 0.66 2.76 47.73 49.51

TRS 4.35 95.00 0.65 1.94 45.04 53.02

WPP 8.17 90.03 1.80 45.84 41.59 12.57
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Table A.13: Number of operating �rms under Melitz trade formulation, hange in %

S1.M S2.M S3.M

UKR EU CIS ROW UKR EU CIS ROW UKR EU CIS ROW

Number of Ukrainian �rms operating in foreign and domesti markets

CMN -0.50 -0.92 -1.08 -1.00 -0.17 -2.90 -3.37 -3.05 -0.22 -9.89 -10.49 -10.08

CNM -20.12 -6.22 -16.26 -16.54 -68.44 -45.09 -60.53 -61.00 -95.71 -89.38 -94.14 -94.25

MEQ -6.36 5.45 2.30 2.52 -21.85 25.91 9.39 10.30 -37.12 86.73 8.13 9.20

OBS 0.00 -0.70 -0.86 -0.79 -0.47 -1.09 -1.53 -1.25 -1.40 -5.91 -6.47 -6.10

OMF -8.54 -10.66 -11.22 -11.19 -33.94 -25.22 -35.68 -35.58 -57.65 -41.37 -61.15 -61.08

TEX -26.10 30.26 -12.72 -12.69 -39.53 41.99 -13.98 -13.86 -49.09 52.83 -23.28 -23.14

TRD -0.18 -1.61 -1.79 -1.67 0.64 -4.75 -5.32 -4.88 1.22 -13.37 -14.08 -13.53

TRS -0.48 -0.90 -1.02 -0.93 -0.36 -1.66 -2.02 -1.69 -0.79 -6.01 -6.39 -5.98

WPP -2.03 3.00 0.03 0.06 -24.89 15.43 1.45 1.79 -42.28 112.12 2.78 3.53

Number of European �rms operating in foreign and domesti markets

CMN 0.42 -0.01 -0.17 -0.09 2.81 0.00 -0.49 -0.16 10.74 0.01 -0.66 -0.21

CNM 20.34 0.00 0.27 -0.07 60.16 0.03 1.03 -0.17 83.72 0.07 1.74 -0.22

MEQ 9.48 -0.01 -0.26 -0.05 25.02 -0.02 -0.92 -0.09 37.06 -0.05 -1.08 -0.09

OBS 0.26 0.00 -0.16 -0.09 0.63 0.00 -0.44 -0.16 4.81 0.01 -0.59 -0.19

OMF 14.53 -0.01 -0.09 -0.05 67.82 -0.02 -0.30 -0.13 115.29 -0.01 -0.34 -0.17

TEX 32.64 -0.07 -0.09 -0.06 52.05 -0.10 -0.28 -0.13 63.74 -0.13 -0.32 -0.14

TRD 1.45 0.00 -0.18 -0.06 5.66 0.01 -0.59 -0.13 16.87 0.02 -0.80 -0.16

TRS 0.42 0.00 -0.13 -0.04 1.34 0.01 -0.34 -0.01 5.59 0.04 -0.37 0.06

WPP 3.20 0.00 -0.10 -0.07 24.29 -0.01 -0.48 -0.15 40.93 -0.06 -0.80 -0.08
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Table A.14: Disaggregate results for Ukraine, hange in %

S1.A S1.K S1.M S2.A S2.K S2.M S3.A S3.K S3.M

Output

I

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

CMN -0,43 -0,33 -0,23 0,22 0,58 0,72 0,21 0,75 0,43

CNM -2.38 -11.04 -15.04 -9.40 -45.20 -59.44 -13.91 -76.86 -93.56

MEQ -1.48 -1.27 -0.84 -5.07 -2.77 -1.29 -7.50 -3.70 -0.80

OBS -0.74 -0.36 -0.19 -1.93 -0.16 0.28 -3.86 -1.25 -1.23

OMF -2.93 -5.64 -8.64 -9.89 -17.57 -31.82 -14.28 -27.06 -54.51

TEX 6.10 9.21 9.91 6.18 11.60 13.01 7.17 14.11 16.18

TRD 0.12 0.13 0.19 1.77 1.78 1.90 2.90 2.98 2.83

TRS -0.63 -0.30 -0.13 -1.85 -0.04 0.32 -3.77 -1.23 -1.16

WPP -1.13 -0.77 -0.33 -9.26 -25.27 -10.82 -10.94 -14.37 -0.06

C

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

AGR 14.43 15.49 16.06 24.26 29.82 31.52 36.05 46.26 49.12

CNS 0.02 0.24 0.19 -0.80 0.14 -0.14 -1.39 -0.09 -0.57

COL -0.04 0.16 0.25 1.88 2.99 3.11 4.98 6.63 6.92

ELE 0.00 -0.77 -1.01 1.28 -2.11 -2.73 2.27 -3.12 -3.85

FNI -0.07 -0.21 -0.16 0.74 0.29 0.39 1.04 0.27 0.47

FPI 4.45 5.28 5.79 4.86 8.60 10.15 6.08 12.32 14.49

FRS -1.34 -0.13 0.26 3.79 8.82 10.35 5.10 13.79 15.52

FSH 0.96 0.75 0.90 3.93 3.21 3.72 6.52 5.55 6.43

GDT 0.04 -0.83 -0.99 2.68 -0.88 -1.40 4.91 -0.93 -1.36

HDC -3.96 -2.22 -1.63 -12.86 -5.74 -4.68 -23.72 -14.41 -12.91

MET -1.91 0.44 1.24 -1.69 9.09 11.01 -4.79 11.41 14.08

OIL 0.53 1.07 1.30 3.82 6.56 7.06 9.33 13.69 14.46

OMN -0.97 0.08 0.45 -1.75 2.97 3.82 -3.56 3.44 4.63

OSG 0.36 0.23 0.25 1.25 0.81 0.85 1.88 1.08 1.23

ROS -0.87 -0.51 -0.25 -1.20 0.44 1.08 -2.30 0.02 0.96

WTR 0.04 -0.37 -0.38 1.86 0.28 0.24 3.35 0.73 0.83

Exports

I

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

CMN -2.17 -1.09 -0.65 -9.07 -2.21 -1.85 -16.50 -7.01 -8.54

CNM -0.25 -10.04 -12.66 -1.79 -42.51 -55.09 -3.39 -75.31 -92.50

MEQ 0.61 0.83 2.71 2.93 5.53 11.85 6.13 10.65 22.13

OBS -1.79 -0.96 -0.46 -6.50 -1.56 -0.34 -12.24 -5.62 -5.28

OMF -3.04 -7.26 -10.35 -5.29 -16.34 -28.70 -4.79 -23.04 -48.75

TEX 14.95 18.50 25.31 19.02 25.71 35.94 23.08 31.92 44.81

TRD -2.71 -1.27 -1.19 -10.20 -2.71 -3.31 -18.34 -7.85 -11.31

TRS -1.42 -0.98 -0.63 -5.14 -1.48 -0.82 -9.91 -5.20 -5.37

WPP -0.19 0.12 1.43 2.04 -19.28 6.03 15.71 10.12 47.73

C

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

AGR 43.69 46.64 47.76 73.65 89.27 92.49 114.79 143.43 149.27

CNS -1.29 -0.47 0.35 -2.63 1.08 3.58 -7.11 -1.43 2.28

COL -1.99 -0.66 -0.15 -7.44 -1.97 -0.77 -15.23 -7.39 -5.94

ELE -5.49 -2.45 -1.58 -15.58 -3.47 -1.67 -27.41 -11.30 -9.22

FNI -4.03 -1.67 -1.02 -12.56 -3.31 -1.80 -21.57 -8.62 -7.02

FPI 14.39 16.34 17.17 17.03 25.57 28.03 19.43 33.27 36.58

FRS -2.42 -0.43 0.14 6.14 15.40 16.83 7.67 22.09 23.83

FSH 3.57 4.32 4.60 4.97 8.24 8.96 3.04 8.00 8.91

GDT -5.26 -2.41 -1.52 -14.70 -3.13 -1.19 -26.07 -10.56 -8.28

HDC -7.33 -3.26 -1.73 -26.13 -11.56 -8.11 -46.53 -29.58 -25.87

MET -1.62 0.94 1.78 0.63 12.38 14.44 -1.34 16.44 19.28

OIL 1.76 2.65 3.01 12.61 16.99 17.94 32.27 40.01 41.57

OMN -0.50 0.12 0.36 -1.51 1.20 1.74 -2.59 1.45 2.18

OSG -3.05 -0.89 -0.19 -10.11 -1.51 0.21 -18.30 -5.98 -4.04

ROS -3.02 -1.15 -0.53 -9.81 -2.10 -0.70 -17.54 -6.72 -4.98

WTR -5.44 -2.43 -1.52 -15.53 -3.52 -1.59 -27.30 -11.34 -9.04

Imports

I

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

CMN 1.67 0.93 0.71 9.90 3.54 3.66 18.67 8.77 10.95

CNM 3.51 7.31 9.42 4.96 19.62 25.11 5.92 30.95 34.32

MEQ 1.23 1.61 2.53 -0.28 1.05 4.29 -1.69 0.23 5.55

OBS 0.92 0.78 0.55 4.27 2.01 1.45 7.79 4.86 5.00

OMF 3.68 6.40 9.45 15.43 23.21 38.62 24.40 37.15 66.15

TEX 7.23 6.99 10.51 9.99 9.47 14.70 12.69 11.96 18.35

TRD 2.80 1.58 1.73 12.74 5.30 6.52 24.06 12.03 17.07

TRS 0.64 0.78 0.69 3.32 2.20 2.10 6.17 5.04 5.64

WPP 1.01 1.51 2.02 2.64 13.93 11.42 4.81 10.42 17.89

C

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

AGR 13.03 12.66 12.77 26.36 25.00 25.60 45.75 44.47 45.58

CNS 0.36 0.43 0.15 -0.34 -0.09 -1.07 0.11 0.25 -1.30

COL 1.07 0.64 0.52 6.19 4.61 4.20 14.50 11.76 11.37

ELE 8.67 6.55 5.96 21.25 11.45 10.04 29.52 13.90 12.16

FNI 1.24 0.38 0.26 5.00 1.56 1.26 8.68 3.25 3.02

FPI 14.30 13.71 13.79 24.99 22.71 23.04 33.14 29.73 30.49

FRS 2.00 1.56 1.57 7.23 4.06 5.37 13.71 10.71 12.12

FSH 3.81 3.49 3.62 7.47 6.30 6.75 11.03 9.34 10.18

GDT 2.23 0.21 -0.28 10.73 1.91 0.65 19.34 4.99 3.62

HDC -0.25 -0.47 -0.59 1.23 0.70 0.05 3.60 2.38 1.77

MET 1.59 2.06 2.33 6.96 9.90 10.72 9.56 14.49 15.92

OIL 1.24 1.49 1.61 6.37 7.83 8.03 12.46 14.71 15.03

OMN -1.56 0.28 0.90 -2.26 6.17 7.60 -5.64 6.75 8.79

OSG 1.47 0.61 0.42 5.02 1.55 1.05 8.92 3.37 2.91

ROS 0.51 0.04 0.06 3.73 1.83 1.96 6.65 3.71 4.04

WTR 2.33 0.71 0.36 12.65 5.46 4.68 20.97 9.47 8.63
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Table A.15: Disaggregate results for the EU, hange in %

S1.A S1.K S1.M S2.A S2.K S2.M S3.A S3.K S3.M

Output

I

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

CMN 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04

CNM 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.16 0.20 0.05 0.28 0.33

MEQ 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02

OBS 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04

OMF 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.11

TEX 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.04 0.05

TRD 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04

TRS 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.04 0.05

WPP 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.03 0.00 0.04 -0.01

C

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

AGR 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.08 -0.12 -0.12 -0.21 -0.28 -0.29

CNS 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03

COL 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02 -0.02 -0.02 0.03 -0.02 -0.02

ELE 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.04

FNI 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03

FPI 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.13 0.12 0.12

FRS 0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.05 -0.05 -0.07 -0.08 -0.11 -0.14

FSH 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.06

GDT 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.02

HDC -0.09 -0.10 -0.10 -0.16 -0.23 -0.24 -0.21 -0.33 -0.35

MET 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.06 -0.15 -0.15 -0.09 -0.24 -0.25

OIL 0.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.10 -0.12 -0.12 -0.30 -0.33 -0.33

OMN 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.02

OSG 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04

ROS 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.04

WTR 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04

Exports

I

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

CMN -0.03 -0.05 -0.08 0.00 -0.09 -0.14 0.06 -0.07 -0.12

CNM 0.09 0.16 0.21 0.25 0.52 0.69 0.38 0.85 1.00

MEQ 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.06 0.12 0.13 0.12 0.22

OBS -0.04 -0.05 -0.08 -0.04 -0.10 -0.15 -0.02 -0.10 -0.15

OMF 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.20 0.23 0.41 0.35 0.42 0.75

TEX 0.41 0.41 0.64 0.66 0.62 0.99 0.86 0.79 1.23

TRD -0.02 -0.03 -0.04 0.02 -0.06 -0.10 0.10 -0.02 -0.06

TRS -0.02 -0.02 -0.03 0.00 -0.02 -0.02 0.07 0.06 0.08

WPP 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.38 0.29 0.34 0.40 0.61

C

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

AGR 0.59 0.57 0.57 1.36 1.21 1.22 2.73 2.49 2.50

CNS -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.06 -0.08 -0.10 -0.02 -0.06 -0.10

COL -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.05 -0.05 0.02 -0.01 -0.01

ELE 0.24 0.16 0.14 0.67 0.30 0.25 1.01 0.44 0.38

FNI -0.04 -0.04 -0.04 -0.03 -0.07 -0.06 0.00 -0.07 -0.06

FPI 0.68 0.66 0.66 1.19 1.06 1.05 1.58 1.36 1.36

FRS -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 0.05 -0.01 -0.02 0.18 0.08 0.09

FSH 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.05 0.11 0.08 0.09

GDT -0.07 -0.10 -0.10 -0.03 -0.18 -0.19 0.05 -0.18 -0.19

HDC -0.15 -0.13 -0.12 -0.17 -0.19 -0.15 -0.16 -0.18 -0.14

MET 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.64 0.44 0.43 1.10 0.82 0.81

OIL 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.81 0.80 0.81

OMN 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.10

OSG -0.03 -0.05 -0.04 0.00 -0.08 -0.08 0.06 -0.07 -0.07

ROS -0.04 -0.05 -0.04 -0.02 -0.08 -0.07 0.02 -0.06 -0.05

WTR -0.05 -0.07 -0.07 0.22 0.04 0.04 0.38 0.10 0.10

Imports

I

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

CMN 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.03 0.10 0.15 0.00 0.11 0.16

CNM 0.09 0.02 0.05 0.18 -0.12 -0.07 0.26 -0.31 -0.29

MEQ 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.12 0.14 0.24

OBS 0.05 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.12 0.17 0.08 0.15 0.20

OMF 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.06 0.07

TEX 0.22 0.23 0.34 0.31 0.34 0.51 0.40 0.44 0.65

TRD 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.08 0.11 0.01 0.09 0.12

TRS 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.07

WPP 0.06 0.07 0.11 0.18 -0.04 0.32 0.60 0.54 1.30

C

R

T

S

s

e



t

o

r

s

AGR 0.81 0.83 0.84 1.65 1.86 1.90 2.80 3.23 3.30

CNS 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.06 0.09 0.10

COL 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 -0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.04

ELE -0.38 -0.14 -0.08 -1.13 -0.13 0.00 -2.12 -0.76 -0.61

FNI 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.12

FPI -0.14 -0.12 -0.12 0.11 0.23 0.25 0.42 0.65 0.68

FRS 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.57 0.78 0.79 0.83 1.17 1.17

FSH 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

GDT 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.15 0.17 -0.03 0.15 0.17

HDC 0.02 0.01 0.01 -0.05 -0.08 -0.09 -0.18 -0.22 -0.24

MET 0.00 0.06 0.08 0.82 1.22 1.27 1.36 2.05 2.14

OIL 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.62 0.69 0.71 1.60 1.74 1.77

OMN 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 -0.02 -0.01 -0.02 -0.05 -0.05

OSG 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.02 0.09 0.09

ROS 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.06 0.09 0.09 0.06 0.12 0.11

WTR 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.01 0.13 0.13 -0.07 0.10 0.10
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